CSCE 113 Exam 2 Review

Be familiar with Chapters 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, and 18

- Understand input and output streams and operators
- Understand opening and using files. (Don’t worry about binary files)
- Understand and be able to customize output.
- Understand struct and class relationship.
- Understand access for struct and class.
- Understand memory usage in C++ programs.
- Understand relationship between parent and derived classes.
- Understand memory management, especially in relation to dynamically allocated memory.
- Understand linked lists and all basic functions as done in lab.
- Understand pointers and their use.

Format:

- 100 points
- Partial credit is available
- 12 questions
  - 8 short answer, define, explain, analyze
  - 8 write code
  - 1 output code result
  - 3 questions with multiple parts